WATERCOLOR SKETCH WORKSHOP (loosen up)

Gordon Fowler

We will paint small watercolor sketches to be developed into larger paintings later or framed as small, finished paintings. We’ll work on design (composition), drawing, values. edges and color while painting from life or photographs. If possible, we will work outside.  But bring some reference photos for inside painting.

I’ll discuss painting while traveling, keeping small journals and making hand painted post cards. People love to get these little works. Small paintings make great gifts and they sell well.

Sketchbooks for WATERCOLOR are easy to take anywhere. Along with travel brushes, the ones that come in a small pac of three, or just one or two-pointed sables number 6 or 8. I like Escoda brushes, not too expensive but good quality.  Windsor Newton seven series are amazing if you are loaded, and they last forever if you care for them, I have a couple that are 20 years or more old. Also, a mop brush is good for larger pieces. Bring a mechanical pencil and some kind of artist ink pen (the ones with the ink cartridge) and a kneeded eraser, the soft gray kind. 

Besides a sketchbook, you should have an Arches watercolor block or tablet in 9x12 or 10x14” for larger finished pieces. Either cold press or rough paper. Any other watercolor tablets are good as long as they have 140# paper and are for WATERCOLOR!

Small metal or plastic palettes are good and some come with the paint in them. They are plenty good for this workshop and can be refilled.

If you want to buy artist grade tube colors, here are the main ones. We can mix anything we need from these.

RED; Alizarin crimson, Cadmium red light

BLUE; Ultramarine blue, Cobalt or Cerulean

YELLOW: Cadmium Yellow light, Yellow Ocher 

OTHERS: Burnt Sienna, Viridian, Chinese white 

Two small water bottles 
4 or 5 inches tall
kleenex pac and a small sponge

I buy all my stuff online.  Dick Blick or Jerry’s Artarama https://www.jerrysartarama.com

